
AOP

WINE & FOOD PAIRING
Serve between 10°C to 12°C
Food & Wine pairing : Its great aromatic richness, 
complexity and minerality call for noble crustaceans (prawn, 

wonderful accompaniment to sushis.
Aging potential : 8 to 10 years depending on the vintage.

TASTING NOTES

TERROIR & FARMING

Many years ago, we chose to take the ambitious high road of ecological transition involving a reduction 
in the use of chemical products, the recovery of biodiversity, the preservation of the soil’s potential 
and the management of resources, particularly water. In 2019, our wine-estates has achieved HVE3 

organic 
practices under Ecorcert.

 
This single plot Sancerre unveils the purity and the minerality 
of sauvignon blanc rooted in the greatest and rarest terroir 
in Sancerre.
This king of soils gives a wine with a great intensity and an 
excellent aging potential. It is racy and reveals notes of ripe 

background. Truly outstanding ! 

an excellent exposure to sunlight. That is why the name of « Les Montachins » was given to this mount alike 
steep plot (Montachins). The plot is located on the village of Ménétréol-sous-Sancerre and has also 
retained a beautiful vineyard hut. In the XIXth, we can imagine the hard work on this steep slope, hence 
the presence of a vineyard hut to rest. 

THE STORY

and to control the oxidation of the fruits.

cold settling and with no added sulphites. Next, the juice is placed in thermoregulated stainless steel 
tanks for the alcoholic fermentation at a controlled temperature of between 15°C to 18°C during 3-4 
weeks.

stirring) in stainless steel tanks protected with nitrogen preserving the aromatic potential.
Finally, our Sancerre is racked and the bottling occurs in summer under nitrogen protection to reduce the 
addition of sulphites. 

WINEMAKING

Domaine Éric Louis - 26 rue de la Mairie, 18300 Thauvenay
02 48 79 91 46 - contact@sancerre-ericlouis.com

100% sauvignon blanc

GRAPE VARIETY

Courtesy of BIVC

2019 vintage: the magic of years ending with a “9”...
Since the start of the 20th century, every vintage that has ended with a “9” has been wonderful. It has the reputation 

ripeness in reds. We can sum up 2019 in one word : «sublime»! 


